Finding Degradation Trigger Sites of Structural Materials for Airplanes Using X-Ray Microscopy.
Macroscopic properties of carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) and environmental barrier coating (EBC), widely used for airplanes, can be deteriorated by local cracks or degradation ("trigger sites"). We have tried to find these trigger sites using x-ray microscopy (XM), which can provide the 2D or 3D images of the chemical states and microstructures. Crack initiation in CFRP was observed in a non-destructive manner in multi-scales (nm-mm). 3D chemical-state mapping of Yb in EBC was achieved with high resolution (<50 nm). In addition to XM, in-situ observations at high temperatures were conducted for obtaining complementary information. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis were performed simultaneously up to 1773 K. Dynamic XAS with short time-resolution (<10 ns) was conducted to investigate changes in the local structure of metal. These approaches can help us identify degradation trigger sites in the materials.